
Federal judge promises quick ruling in lawsuit to stop Navy's planned 
range in right whale's winter waters
Environmental groups say a ship strike is likely on the Georgia-to-Florida range.
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By Terry Dickson

BRUNSWICK - A federal judge promised a quick ruling in environmental groups’ 2-year-old suit to stop the Navy from opening a $100 million underwater 
training range in right whale calving waters off Georgia and Florida.

Chief U.S. District Judge Lisa Godbey Wood heard about 1 1/2 hours of arguments Thursday in the suit that the Southern Environmental Law Center 
filed on behalf of a dozen groups to stop the Navy from opening the range until it completes more studies.

The suit, filed in January 2010 in Brunswick, asserts that the Navy has not done enough studies before it installs the Undersea Warfare Training Center 
near Kings Bay Naval Submarine Base in St. Marys and Mayport Naval Station in Jacksonville.

Learn more about the right whale

Not only would there be an increased danger of killing ship strikes on endangered right whales, the whales could become entangled in the cables 
anchoring buoys, mid-range sonar could interrupt their feeding and aircraft training offshore could endanger the whales.

The area is especially sensitive because the whales come to the area between December and April each year to give birth in waters lying between 
Brunswick and St. Augustine. There are thought to be about 350 right whales remaining and environmentalists assert that the loss of one would be a 
setback for the most endangered species of whale.

The Navy counters its work installing 500 miles of cable and sensors on the ocean floor will do no harm and that it has taken all the necessary 
precautions to protect the whales including stopping construction in the five months whales are in the area.

The Navy also asserted that in its history of activity off Jacksonville there has not been a single known incident of a Navy ship striking a right whale.

Catherine Wannamaker, who represents the Southern Environmental Law Center, argued to Wood that the Navy seeks to install the range before it 
completes its own surveys of marine mammals, which she said have been inadequate so far.

“There been a lot of survey estimates inshore out to 30 nautical miles,’’ but not enough beyond that point although aerial surveys have found whales that 
far out, Wannamaker said.

Wannamaker asserted there could be whales as far out as 50 miles where the Navy plans to build the range.

The Navy is conducting aerial and vessel surveys, but they plan to install the range and begin using it before establishing how many right whales are 
inside the range boundaries, Wannamaker said.

The Navy is relying on theories and computer models when it should find out for certain how many whales swim in the area, she said.

Wood summed up her understanding of Wannamaker’s argument and legal briefs in saying, “If you spend $100 million to install this, you’re in all 
likelihood going to find a way to utilize it.’’

Wannamaker also asserted that the Navy’s use of lookouts on ships is not an adequate way of protecting right whales because the whales and their 
newborn calves “tend to hang out right under the surface,’’ where they are hard to see.

She also said that restrictions have been imposed on civilian shipping to protect the whales.
“All non-federal vessels have speed restrictions. ... The Navy has refused to adopt them,’’ she said.

In representing the federal agencies, Joanna Brinkman said the Navy and the agencies that approved the range used all the known data available at the 
time and that’s all it was required to do.

The applicable federal regulations do not require “the Navy to go out and map every square foot of the ocean floor,’’ she said.

She acknowledged the Navy is undertaking studies to establish a baseline of whale activity that will continue during the 20 years of operations in the 
range. The plaintiffs want to say now the Navy should have done all that in advance, she said.

“There’s no reason the Navy should be punished for what it plans to do,’’ Brinkman said.

The Navy has gone beyond what is required to the point of overestimating the number of whales in the area, she said.

She also said the Navy will operate at “slow and safe speeds as the training allows.”
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In representing the Navy, lawyer Kevin McArdle also told Wood that in all the years the Navy has conducted submarine training in the area there has 
been no evidence of a ship striking a right whale.

After hearing the arguments, Woods, who had read and posed questions about the briefs, said she would rule “fairly soon.”
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